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From the Editor
I‟ve been blessed over the past few weeks with articles for the magazine and I‟m very pleased to
be able to put together an issue of Skywatcher right on the back of last month‟s. It‟s not a situation that happens that often, so I hope this is the start of a trend that continues.
This month features the Brian Gordon-States interview with Andy Lee, who most of you will
know runs an informal group of active observers, many of whom are GAS members. As always,
the combination of Brian‟s questions and Andy‟s answers are illuminating, and serve to highlight
the attractions of nights out under the stars.
How the Observatory came to be established in the grounds of MSSL is a slice of history that is
worth knowing – particularly for those of you who want to use it. I‟m delighted to have received
a short piece by Dr Eric Dorling (courtesy of his nephew David Bray) covering the early years of
MSSL and more importantly for us, the Observatory.
This month‟s featured constellation is Leo, nicely placed high in the southern night sky during
the month, and one of just a handful of constellations whose shape actually echoes the creature it
is named after. Within its boundaries you‟ll find a handful of bright galaxies (visible even in
small telescopes), as well as larger groups of galaxies for those of you with 12-inch+ telescopes.
Think of observing them as a warm-up exercise before tackling the Virgo cluster of galaxies.
As a break from the factual articles, the whimsical piece in this issue is on the topic of the astronomer‟s bookshelf and is courtesy of yours truly. More in the style of a Radio 4 „Point of
View‟ item, I hope you find it „a good read‟.
Finally, and sadly, we have to say a final farewell to two of our
former members who have passed away recently. David
Darbyshire will only be known to a few of you. As a past President from the 1970‟s and 80‟s he was a major figure in the Society
during that time and kept his interest in astronomy up to the last.
Chris Hopper has left us as well, losing his battle with myeloma
last Thursday. Chris will be known to rather more of you as he
was an active member for many years and served on the committee in a number of roles. He was Observatory Director up until a
couple of years ago. During that time and under his direction, we
refurbished and made major modifications to the John Smith Telescope. Chris was instrumental in getting the AWT drive system
installed and working. His funeral will be on 8th March and more
details will be shared at the March meeting. He will be sadly
missed; the support and encouragement he freely gave to anyone
who asked him for advice usually made a big difference, and
stands as a fine example to those of us who are faced with similar
questions.
Peter Dean
Editor
prdean@ntlworld.com

Chris Hopper. Typically seen here mucking in during an Observatory Work Party;
this one was May 2007.

If you would like to contribute an article or other item to Skywatcher, I will be very pleased to
include it. Articles can be any length and images are most welcome, so long as they are yours.
You can send them via email to the address above. I‟m always open to suggestions for ways of
improving the magazine, so please feel free to send me any feedback to the same address.
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A One To One With Andy Lee
A Skywatcher interview by Brian Gordon-States of Andy Lee
Biography:

The author. All images in this article
courtesy of Andy Lee

getting out on a nice
clear night and
doing some
astronomy is a great
way for me to leave
all that stress behind
and relax under our
star filled skies

I was born in Bognor Regis on the sunny south
coast. After leaving school
with only 5 CSE‟s I had a
few different jobs in retail
and factories, but settled
for a good few years as
manager of an amusement
arcade where I learnt electronics.
From there I moved to Midhurst and
took up a post as an Operating department orderly, some months later
I started a course which lead me to
my career now as an Operating department practitioner which I currently do at the Royal Surrey County
Hospital here in Guildford. The job
can be quite stressful at times so getting out on a nice clear night and doing some astronomy is a great way
for me to leave all that stress behind
and relax under our star filled skies.
I have always been someone
that has looked up at the night
sky and wondered what was up
there, but it was only nearly 3
years ago that I got my first
telescope, before that time I had
never looked through one before.
I wasn‟t sure if I was really going to like astronomy at that
time, but after my scope arrived
in the post one morning and
with clear skies that night I set it up
(no very well either!) but managed
to get a bright star into view, only to
find that when I got it in focus it was
Saturn, well that was it, I was totally
hooked and have never looked back.

The Andy Lee interview
Brian: What was it that got you
into amateur astronomy?
Andy:
Hmmm, good question
Brian, I guess I‟ve always wondered
what was up there, but like a lot of
people I suspect just got caught up
with work and family life.
And as more and more light pollution appeared in out skies it all became a less obvious hobby to get
started in. That was all till one night
when I was driving back from
Bognor Regis to Guildford, I was
driving over Trundle hill in Goodwood around 1am and noticed a
mass of stars in the night sky, so I
pulled over and sat on the bonnet of
my car and just looked around, that
inspired me to get a scope, which I
did a week later.

Brian:
What impressed most
about your first visit to Guildford
Astronomical Society?
Andy: I found GAS via a Google
search, so turned up for the next
meeting and was greeted by a few
people there, it was also nice that
(Continued on page 4)
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(Continued from page 3)

there was a couple of others for whom it was their
first meeting. On the
whole it was a good experience, I guess the fact
I‟m still a member holds
testament to that really
doesn‟t it.
Brian: Astronomy seems
to be a hobby that gets
into the blood. Do you
think that by becoming
involved in astronomy, it has
somehow changed the direction
in your life?

I really do enjoy
sharing this amazing
hobby with other
people of all ages,
and it’s fantastic
when you hear the
personal “WOW”
moments.

Andy: hahaha, hmmmm yes, lack
of sleep on clear nights! But seriously, yes it has in some ways,
having astronomy as a hobby has
really made me aware that some of
the things I used to worry about
really are so minor in the grand
scheme of things. I‟m also looking
into starting some Open University courses in astronomy, GULP!
Back to school and getting the
grey matter fired up again.
Brian: I have been on a few public outreach events with you –
what is your opinion on these
events?
Andy: in two words…..Love
them!! I really do enjoy sharing
this amazing hobby with other
people of all ages, and it‟s fantastic when you hear the personal “WOW” moments.
Brian: Have you met any well
known or noted astronomers?
Andy: I did meet Patrick Moore
some years ago, didn‟t really get
chance to chat with him which
was a shame. Otherwise yes there

are quite a few at GAS. (few
brownie points earned there hehe)
Brian: Do you have a favourite
type of object that you prefer to
observe?
Andy: Love observing the planets, Saturn is still my favourite by
a long shot!
Brian: What telescopes/mounts
have you owned/used in the past
and what are you using currently?
Andy: my first ever scope was a
120mm Skywatcher refractor on
an EQ 3-2 mount, no motors, just
hand gears, with that I learnt to get
around the night sky, well with
some degree of success anyway,
though on my first night out with
the setup I had no idea what I was
doing. The scope was pointing
north, but I wanted to look south,
so I picked the whole thing up and
turned it 180 degrees, seemed like
the right thing to do at the time, I
do of course know better now!
Now I use a EQ Pro6 mount
which I have modified and added
extras to it like GPS, an upgraded
pack and universal mounting
plate. The scopes I have now are a
66mm Astro Tech refractor, a
80mm William Optics Megrez, a
98mm William Optics APO,
150mm Skywatcher Star Travel
and finally a Skywatcher 190mm
MN.
Brian: Other than at the Guildford A.S observatory and Albury Heath are there any other
places that you observe and do
you attend star parties?
(Continued on page 5)
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Star parties,
yep, my first one
ever was this
year at the
Isle of Wight
star party, loved it

Andy: I do observe all over when I
can, but if I‟m by myself then I
tend to observe from the Hospital
as for one I live on site there and
also because it‟s safe with the security cameras there. But yes, I do get
down to Buster Ancient Farm with
Hants Astro, lovely place to observe from with all of those ancient
buildings around.
Star parties, yep, my first one ever
was this year at the Isle of Wight
star party, loved it, and since then I
have been to Kelling Heath,
Herstmonceux, and I just recently
attended the first Wisbech Star
Party. But for me I am happy to go
anywhere and try new sites for observing, so if anyone has any ideas
please let me know.
Brian: Are any of your family
members interested in your
hobby? Are they observers too?
Andy: No I wish they did, but hey
ho.
Brian: Have you had or do you
have an observing mentor?

Brian: In the short period since
you took up astronomy as a
hobby, what changes have you
seen?
Andy: one of the main things is the
price of a pretty good telescope and
mount, for a few hundred pounds
now you can get something really
quite good to get you started. Also
the IYA 2009 really did help to
raise the public profile about astronomy both locally, nationally
and globally.
Brian: You have met many newcomers to astronomy at outreach
events, what helpful advice do
you pass on to amateur astronomers just beginning in astronomy?
Andy: that can be a tricky question
when asked by members of the
public as a lot of them would love
to get equipment to try and reproduce the amazing images seen on
TV and the Web that have been
taken by Hubble and the like. I
mainly try to hold them back from
getting too much too soon and recommend they firstly download

Andy: The first person that really
showed me how to get the best
from what I have was Chris Loren,
a former member of GAS, he now
lives in Holland. We used to get out
at every opportunity, and if the
skies weren‟t that good we‟d just
play about with new ideas. Now
myself and John Slinn seem to get
out together quite a bit which is
great, it‟s always nice to bounce
ideas of other people and to take
the opportunity to try out other peoples scopes and equipment, it gets a
bit lonely sometimes when it‟s just
you by yourself.
(Continued on page 6)
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Stellarium for their PC or Google
sky map for the iPhone or android
phone as it lets them learn more
about what they are looking at.
Then it‟s always a good idea to get
a pair of bino‟s, a great way of
looking around the night sky. Other
than that I always advise them to
attend events like we do at
Newlands corner and take the opportunity to look through the various types of telescopes that are at
these events and to ask questions
about what they are using to get a
better idea of what would suit them
the best. I do also of course tell
them about the advantage of joining
GAS for being able to use our large
selection of loan scopes to try before they buy.
Brian: How much importance to
you place on communicating with
other Societies and Houston A.S
in particular?

I think it’s very
important that we
share experiences of
observing, equipment, ideas and
events with anyone
who is interested

Andy: I myself do have a Facebook Astronomy group that I
started after my sister nagged me to
share the things I was learning in
astronomy. So from that point of
view I think it‟s very important that
we share experiences of observing,
equipment, ideas and events with
anyone who is interested, after all
no one owns the night sky but we
all have a right to use it to our advantage, and if we can help each
other to get the best from our nights
out under clear skies then it has to
be good.

Brian: What are your future
plans in the field of astronomy?

Brian: What are you views on imaging versus optical observing
with the mark one eyeball?

Brian: Thank you Andy, for your
honest and interesting answers to
my questions, and for taking the
time to share your interests and
views in astronomy with the read-

Andy: I had a feeling this question
would come up Brian, As most of
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you will know, I do a lot of imaging, the main reason for this is that
I like to view the distant “grey
fuzzies” so for me one of the best
ways to do this with out having a
very large scope is to image them. I
do also use my bino‟s to look
around when I have an imaging run
going and I am looking at getting
another simple mount to have a
second scope on to do some visual.
I do firmly believe that both areas
have a key place in modern astronomy, and that when we are out together imagers do their upmost to
restrict any impact their equipment
would have on the visual guys and
girls. I think that with the advent of
cheaper digital cameras these days
more people are getting into the
imaging side of things. But do
have to say that both at Kelling
Heath and Wisbech star parties I
used my bino‟s and mark one eyeballs to scan the night skies more
than I did my imaging setup and I
really enjoyed it.

Andy: For the future? Well eventually I would love to get a permanent setup and a dome, but that‟s
some way off I think. But even
when I do I will still enjoy taking a
mobile setup out and about. I would
also just like to continue doing
what I do now, sharing what little I
know, learning more about what‟s
up there and getting more people
involved In this fascinating hobby,
one that as really become a passion
of mine now.

(Continued on page 7)
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ers of the Skywatcher magazine .We wish you luck with all of
your astronomical interests.

Caption Competition
Send me your caption for each month‟s picture and I will award marks of
3, 2 and 1 respectively for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd best. I will keep a total of
everybody‟s scores and the winner will be announced at the next meeting.
Members and their family are welcome to enter - just let me have your
caption anyway you like by magazine closing date (see back pages).
Editor‟s decision is final, and I am of course excluding myself from the
competition, so the prize is REAL !

This month‟s picture:A group of very famous
Palomar Astronomers
examining photographic
plates: Clockwise from
left: Milton Humason,
Edwin Hubble, Walter
Baade, Rudolph Minkowski.
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After Dark
Peter Dean asks where we'd all be without our technical reference books and whether we'll need
snowshoes once we get there.

For most people, a
book is a noddy
guide - something to
be discarded once
you've understood
the basic principles.

Lately, I've been putting up some
new bookshelves in the office.
Ahem, well, I say office; it's a rather
grandiose title for what is in fact,
the box room from which the kids
are banned. It's where the Company
accounts are reconciled each month.
Most of it is now the home for all
the tax, VAT and expenses files that
any small consultancy business
generates, but my particular fourfoot section of Contiboard is
reserved for other things. Yes, you
guessed it, my astronomy books. As
you might expect, it's well nigh
impossible these days to get by
without a decent library; in my case,
amassed over some 25 years of
messing around in the Universe.
It's not too much of an overgeneralisation to say that for most
people, a book is a noddy guide something to be discarded once
you've understood the basic
principles. On the other hand, to a
power user, the right book can be a
workshop manual, the celestial
equivalent of the A-Z, dictionary,
encyclopaedia and holy scripture all
wrapped in one convenient and
easily available package. How else
do you think you'd cope with all the
intricacies of optical design,
spheri c al t ri gonom et r y and
astrophysics, if you didn't have all
those titles on tap? Authors such as
Dick Suiter, Patrick Moore, Wil
Tirion and John Sidgwick have
surely rescued more folks than
Baywatch.
For most of us, a really well written
book is a treasured companion,
regardless of the subject matter. The
opposite is, in direct contrast,
loathsome. It's always baffled me
that a truly appallingly written book
can make it all the way to the
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bookstands. You've probably come
across the same ones I have and
know the territory well enough. In
most instances the text is vague,
woolly, or convoluted; there's little
or no structure to the text and either
there aren't any illustrations and
charts, or if there are any, they seem
unrelated to the text. You get the
picture. Nothing however is more
despicable, so contemptible, indeed
so traitorous - as the book that gets
it wrong. If you can get hold of a
copy of Doherty‟s 'Building and
Using an Astronomical
Observatory', check out how much
of the book is devoted to actually
building an observatory. I think
you'll come to the same conclusion I
did; the title and the text are a
complete mismatch. Quite a
difference really.
Of course, this particular example
really just emphasises the point that
there will come a time when you
find that what-the-book-says and
whats-happening-right-now-in-thereal-world take different turns. How
do you reconcile the difference?
The usual procedure is:
Step 1 You first assume that you've
made a dumb mistake - go on, admit
it; it wouldn't exactly be the first
time, now would it. Anyhow, 'I'm
stupid' is much easier to take on
board than 'the book I've trusted so
blindly so many times is unreliable'.
Step 2 Next you start to doubt your
sanity; OK, the book is right and
your telescope is pointed to the right
place, so QED, it's you that must be
the problem. Never mind, telling
yourself 'I'm crazy' isn't that much
worse than 'I'm stupid'.
Step 3 Doubt your hardware.
Perhaps someone swapped your 8inch mirror for a 6-inch one when
(Continued on page 9)
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you weren't looking; as if that
would explain the difference.
Maybe you are seeing the
wrong stars because the
eyepiece is faulty.
Step 4 Doubt the object.
Maybe that moon of Saturn
has got sick of going round
and round and suddenly
decided to exit the solar
system. The possibilities are
truly endless.

At the very centre of
your problem,
something that
probably hasn't even
crossed your mind up
to now - is the very
idea of having to find
things out for yourself.

Once you've cycled through this
process a few dozen times and
finally run out of straws to clutch at,
you'll just have to accept the fact.
The text is wrong. The book is
wrong. It's not you, your telescope,
or indeed anything else; it‟s the
book. It‟s a terrifying thought
though, isn't it - your reference book,
the one you've trusted implicitly ever
since you bought it - is now patently
and plainly unreliable. If it's wrong
on this point, can you trust it on the
others? At this point, the prospect of
car-booting it starts to be an
attractive option. You begin to see
what I mean? At the very centre of
your problem, something that
probably hasn't even crossed your
mind up to now - is the very idea of
having to find things out for
yourself. It's all very well making
fun of people for using books to find
the Orion Nebula, but observing the
sky without any supporting texts can
be very hard indeed.
Given the number of astronomy
books on sale, it may surprise you to
know that in the wider hands-on
astronomical world, the pioneer
spirit is still very much in demand.
Consider these questions. Could you
tell for instance, when a telescope is
aligned to the south of the pole and
just how far you'd have to move it to
bring it into proper alignment? Can
you tell whether or not a mirror has a
turned-down edge? Do you know
how much time to wait for the
temperature of a mirror to reach
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equilibrium? Could you figure out
which way to move a Dobsonian
when observing an object at the
zenith? Shiver at the prospect me
hearties and be thankful you are in
the warm and toasty in front of the
fire, with all those colourful
astronomy books.
But then again maybe you aren't.
Quite aside from those, let face it, oh
-so-rare stupidity attacks that leave
you to fend for yourself, there are
still tracts of poorly charted terrain
where you are left to blaze your own
trail. For instance, how many books
do you know on observing peculiar
galaxies? Not many I'll bet. How
about observing asteroids then?
Have you ever tried getting someone
to explain what a parfocal eyepiece
is? The air is rarefied up there in
them thar mountains, I can tell you. I
really don't think you can ever tame
a telescope completely and God only
knows, the technology doesn't come
much simpler. The nearest I've come
to a solution is to lay my hands on
every technical book and observing
guide that comes my way and a
whole host of others for comparison.
Of course, that's a tad expensive if
you can't get review copies for free.
Then again, what cost do you place
on your time? If you are serious
about your hobby, then a vast, comprehensive library may be a
perfectly reasonable and justifiable
expense. If you are just a casual
dabbler on the other hand, you may
well have come to the conclusion
that a lack of information makes
things rather informal and much
more enjoyable. Just point your
telescope skywards and feast on
what drifts past. A taste of the
celestial wilderness, I suppose.
One thing's for sure. When I pile
those SJ O‟Mearas, Wil Tirions and
Patrick Moores back on my
bookshelf, I intend to leave space for
a Jack London or two. The Call of
the Wild, anyone?
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MSSL and our Observatory
Member David Bray’s uncle was none other than Dr Eric Dorling, who was describes here the
early history of MSSL and how our observatory was established in a Victorian kitchen garden.

There was but a single
230v outlet on the first
floor landing, no doubt
put there to supply
vacuum cleaners.

University College London became
the owner of the Holmbury House
estate early in 1965. The house was
then an empty shell in desperate
need of refurbishment. There was
no heating, the water had been
turned off and to meet the interests
of the one-time owner, the Hon.
H.E. Guinness, the electricity supply was almost wholly at 115v, fed
from a large transformer in the garage block. There was but a single
230v outlet on the first floor landing, no doubt put there to supply
vacuum cleaners. The purchase,
helped by a pump-priming gift by
the electronics firm Mullard Ltd,
provided a home for the Department
of Physics‟ rapidly expanding space
research group headed by Dr R.L.F.
Boyd, later to become its first Director. A contractor set to work
early in 1966, beginning by rewiring the house and its outbuildings.
Bit by bit thereafter various members of the group moved in, and by
September the laboratory was complete. It was formally opened in
May 1967.
The group‟s research interests had
initially been confined to atmospheric physics but as satellites, ever
more capacious and sophisticated,
became available the group‟s much
desired goal came in sight - astronomy. Boyd and his right-hand man,
A.P.Willmore, had much earlier and
with commendable foresight set
their sights on the search for possible stellar X-ray sources, the Sun
having already been shown to be an
X-ray emitter, though at a very low
level. Later it was discovered, at
first by a group at Harvard, that
powerful X-ray sources did indeed
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exist throughout the observable universe; their study demanded a major
advance in instrumental technology
for all areas of research. That advance led in particular to NASA‟s
Orbiting Astronomy Observatory
Copernicus, carrying in 1972 in
piggy-back mode a pointed X-ray
instrument built at Holmbury. Thus
began the new discipline of X-ray
astronomy followed by ultra-violet
and infrared astronomy by other
groups, so adding to the early work
of radio astronomers at Jodrell Bank
and Cambridge. In due course,
ground-based observational astronomy using the growing number of
major observatories around the
world became the active interest of
MSSL staff.
It was against this background that I
was visited, sometime in the 1970s,
by a member of a local amateur astronomy group. Could we, he
asked, provide a site in our grounds
for the erection of a small observatory. I had been responsible for the
management of the laboratory from
its very outset in 1965 and so was
able to help. An extensive walled
kitchen garden, largely empty and
unused, was ideal as a site and we
were able to provide in it a suitable
wooden building, with a roof modified to be moved back for sky observation. Thereafter the local
group came and went as they
pleased and I eventually retired in
1983. I am glad to hear that Guildford Astronomy Society have recently added observing facilities on
an impressive scale, so that I
warmly applaud them and wish
them well.
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Obituary - David Darbishire
David H Darbishire sadly passed away on Tuesday 30th December 2010 after a long association
with the then Guildford Branch of the Junior Astronomical Society (JAS, 1955-1968) and is
now known as the Guildford Astronomical Society (1968-).
After serving in the Second World War aas a pilot in the RAF, he then taught advanced pilot
navigation to instructors, maybe this started his interest in Astronomy, which the Guildford Astronomical Society has benefited from over the past 40 years.
After joining the British Astronomical Association in January 1950 and becoming a fellow of
the Royal Astronomical Society, he was married in 1959.
His first talk to the JAS was on the 9th February 1960, which was followed by a further 27, the
last being on the 7th October 1997.
Between 1961-66, five of these meetings were held in David‟s house in Godalming which were
quickly followed by a viewing evening in the garden. He also showed his support for the Society by standing in a further 5 times for speakers that had to pull out at short notice.
Over the years, we have had many trips many of which he accompanied us on, always ready to
add more knowledge to his degree in Physics from Oxford, which he then passed on whilst
teaching Adult Education Astronomy courses over some 45 years.
In his talks, (he never liked to call them lectures), the quietness of his nature and knowledge of
the subject now and then gave a hint of his love of Nature, the Arts and Literature.
David was a very strong character with a good sense of humour, which had a touch of discipline
that kept any banter from the audience in check. This all came from being a housemaster at
Verities, Charterhouse, Godalming.
I hope David‟s wife, and their four children and three grandchildren can take comfort in all
David‟s achievements. The Guildford Astronomical Society found and lost a Star turn that will
be hard to beat. Perhaps one of David‟s grandchildren will be an astronomer and give talks to
the Society in the future.
If, when hearing that I have been stilled at last, they stand at the door,
Watching the full-starred heavens that winter sees,
Will this thought rise on those who will meet my face no more.
“He was one who had an eye for such mysteries”?
Afterwards by Thomas Hardy
This reading was taken from David Darbishire‟s funeral service.
An Astronomical Education Fund has been established by the family. To register an interest or
to make a donation please contact Adrian Darbishire, 1 Laurence Pountney Hill, London, EC4R
0EU, or Adrian.darbishire@qebhw.co.uk
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Constellation of the Month - Leo (the Lion)
Our guide to this month’s featured constellation is Brian Gordon-States

quite clear to the east of this asterism.

Leo in Mythology
The constellation of Leo is one of
the twelve zodiacal constellations.
Hercules plays a part in myth of
Leo – while carrying out his twelve
labours he killed the
Nemean Lion and as a
result the lion was
placed in the sky in
immortality

What is there to see?
Messier 105 (or NGC 3379)

Where to find Leo
Go out on a clear, dark
April evening and Leo
will be south on the
meridian. When you
are dark adapted it will
be difficult to miss the
reversed question
mark (also known as
the sickle) formed by
the stars in the lion‟s
head - its body is also
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The M95/M96 group of galaxies

(Continued on page 13)
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(Continued from page 12)

M105

This is one of three
galaxies close together
within half a degree of
each other, under the
belly of the lion. To
find these three objects
draw an imaginary line
between the stars Alpha Leonis (Regulus)
and Theta Leonis
(Zosma) (see map
above) and the trio lie just below
this line about halfway between
these two stars.
Messier 105 is an elliptical galaxy
which lies at a distance of 30 million light years but it‟s still seen in
binoculars in dark skies with a
magnitude of 9.5 as hazy patch – a
telescope will show the galaxy to

M96

have a distinct nebulous
core. A very short distance from
M105 is the lenticular galaxy
NGC3384 which has a magnitude
of 10 and is also 30 million light
years away. Lenticular means that
the galaxy has been classified halfway between a spiral and elliptical
galaxies
Messier 96 (NGC3368)
This is another galaxy which in
larger telescopes shows its spiral
nature – binoculars will show it as
a hazy patch. It lies at a distance of

M95

million years also and is of magnitude 9.5.
Messier 95 (NGC3351)
This face on spiral galaxy is shown
best in large telescope that show is
structure – as with the other two –
in good binoculars it appears as a
distinct hazy patch in good skies.
At a distance of also 30 million
light years this galaxy is of magnitude 10 and therefore the dimmer
of the trio. At low power and in
binoculars the three should be in
the same field if view.
One can but imagine what it must
be like to live in one of these galaxies and be an astronomer looking
out onto these objects, but one
needs to remember that although
there appear close to us, they are a
long way apart.
Further back along the length of
Leo are another two Messier galaxies and an New General Catalogue
(NGC) galaxy, which lie beneath
the star theta Leonis.
NGC3628 - This spiral galaxy is
presented to us edge on and the
views through telescopes and binoculars will be similar to those of
the previous three objects as far as
(Continued on page 14)
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(Continued from page 13)

M65 (right), M66 (bottom) and NGC3628 (top
left)

detail goes – good telescopes above
10” or so will show that there is a
dust lane along the southern edge.
This galaxy is also 10th magnitude
and is also 30 million light years
away.
Messier 65 (NGC3623) - This is
another spiral galaxy - semi edge on
- of magnitude 9.5 and again at a
distance of 30 million light years.
Once again larger telescopes will
Name

Magnitude

Spectral Distance
type
(light years)
Epsilon Leonis
3.0
G0
300
Mu Leonis
3.9
K2
200
Aldhafera (Zeta Leonis)
3.4
K0
120
Algeiba (Gamma Leonis) *
2.6
A1
200
Eta Leonis
3.5
A0
2000
Regulus (Alpha Leonis)
1.4
B7
80
Coxa (Theta Leonis)
2.6
A4
200
Denebola (Beta Leonis)
2.1
F3
70
Zosma (Delta Leonis)
2.6
A4
60
* Algeiba (Gamma Leonis) is a double star with magnitudes of 2.6 and 3.8 which are
4.4 arc seconds apart.

show detail in dark skies.
Messier 66 (NGC3627) - Yet another galaxy lying at a distance of 3
million light years (give or take a
yard or so) and is 9th magnitude.
Page 14

These three galaxies are around half
a degree apart and so should fall
within the same field of view of
good binoculars – I suggest that binoculars should be well supported
(maybe tripod mounted) to view
these objects satisfactorily.
The main stars in Leo starting from
the head of the lion:So there is plenty to see in the constellation of Leo however you will
definitely need to avoid the Moon to
see the deep sky objects.
On March 15th the Moon will be in
the preceding constellation of Cancer and 79% illuminated, on the
16th it will still be in Cancer and
88% illuminated, on the 17th it will
be in Sextants on the southern border with Leo and will be 95% illuminated, on the 18th it will be in
Leo and 99% illuminated and on the
19th will have move into the following constellation of Virgo when it
will be 100% illuminated – best
avoid these dates unless of course
you want to enjoy observing the
Moon.
The best time to observe deep sky in
March will be up to the 12th and
after the 26th.
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What’s Up - March
March sees the Jupiter, the brightest planet in the winter sky gradually become lost from view in the rapidly lengthening evening twilight. Mercury
put in a brief appearance in the western sky as well and passes Jupiter at the
start of the best evening apparition this year. Mercury will be in the news
around the middle of the month when the NASA Messenger probe goes into
orbit around Mercury on the 18th.
Jupiter at mag -2.1 is unmistakable, but loses altitude quickly. Visible in the
west half an hour after sunset but it is only a few degrees above the horizon
by the 20th after which it is lost from view until early May when it emerges
into the morning twilight following conjunction with the Sun on 6 April.
March is the best time of the year for watching the slender waxing crescent
Moon. Lookout on the evening of 6th, and you should see the very slender
crescent 6° to the right of Jupiter and 13° directly above Mercury which, at
mag -1.4, might just be visible through binoculars in the early twilight.
On the next evening, the Moon will be 10° above Jupiter. Mercury will be 2°
to the right of Jupiter on the 15th, and through binoculars you should be able
to spot Jupiter and Mercury will be within the same field of view some 30
minutes after sunset. It may show a slight pink or peach hue, but will not reveal any detail except to the largest of telescopes. It is 5° above Jupiter on
the 19th. By then Mercury sets an hour so after sunset and but should be a
relatively easy naked-eye object at mag -0.6 if the sky is clear. By the end of
the month, it will have faded to mag 2, and will have fallen back into the twilight.
The winter constellations are now starting to be lost in the west as the night
progresses. Orion is still prominent in the south as twilight fades, but by
midnight at the start of the month (and 10pm at the end) is setting in the
west. Leo takes over pole position in the south during the month. To the east
of Leo and slightly further down is Virgo, dominated by its brightest star
Spica. Saturn is now become well-placed for observation some 10° NW of
Spica, brightening slightly from mag 0.5 to 0.4 during the month. It crosses
the meridian (achieving its highest altitude) in the early morning. Just after
the Full Moon, on the 19th, the Moon forms a triangle with Spica and Saturn. Saturn‟s disk will be 19” across with the rings 43” in diameter. The
rings show the north face and are inclined at 9°.
Venus is a morning star, brilliant at mag -4.1 and is very low in the ESE to
SE just before dawn.
Finally, watch out for passes of the ISS space station during the first week
of March. The shuttle will be nearby, after it undocks from the station after
completing the last of its missions, which have continued since its initial
launch in 1984.
(Continued on page 16)
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(Continued from page 15)

Date

Time

Phenomena

1st
4th
7th

04h
21h
05h

Moon 1.6° N of Venus.
New moon.
Moon 7° N of Jupiter.
The eclipsing variable star Algol will be at
minimum brightness at 19.32. The star will
dim an hour so prior to minimum, and start
increasing in brightness an hour or so after.
The star will vary from mag +2.2 to +3.5 –
and is very noticeable.

10th

Page 16

The Pleiades star cluster (M45) is to the upper right of the moon.

11th

23h

Two stars, upsilon and 72 Tauri are occulted
by the Moon at 23.01 and 23.49. (times are
for Edinburgh, but may be a few minutes
different for Guildford).
First quarter.
At 21.07, the magnitude +3.5 star eta
Geminorum (Propus) will be occulted by the
Moon.
Mercury 6° N of Jupiter.
Full moon.
Vernal equinox. The Sun moves rapidly
northwards during the month, and crosses
the celestial equator on March 20. The Sun
rises due east, and sets due West. According
to the calendar, this is traditionally the start
of Spring in the northern hemisphere, but
increasingly Spring is taken to start a few
weeks earlier on March 1st. A trend that is
certainly happening in my garden – it’s the
last week of February and my daffs are already in bloom, the frogs in the pond are
getting frisky, and songbirds are looking for
nesting sites.

13th

00h

16th
19th
20th

17h
18h
23:21

21st

00h

Moon 8° S of Saturn.

22nd

01h

26th

12h

Mercury reaches greatest elongation from
the Sun (19°). Its brightness will be similar
to that of Saturn. Look for it in the W/WNW
near the horizon, using binoculars to locate
it. Once found you should be able to find it
without aid.
Last quarter.

27th

01h

Summer Time begins.

30th

22.17

31st

14h

Eclipsing variable star Algol at minimum
brightness (see above for details)
Moon 6° N of Venus.
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M46, M47, M93

M44 (Praesepe), M67

Puppis

Cancer

C45 (NGC5248)

Bootes

NGC5466

M49, M58, M59, M60, M61, M84, M86, M87, M89, M90, C52 (NGC4697)

M64, M85, M88, M91, M98, M99, M100, C35 (NGC4889), C36
(NGC4559), C38 (NGC4565)

M53, NGC 5033 Mel 111

Coma Berenices

Virgo

M51 (Whirlpool), M63 (Sunflower), M94,M106, C1, NGC4449), C26
(NGC4244), C29 (NGC5005), C32,NGC4631)

M3

M81, M82, M101, M108, M109

Canes Venatici

M97 (Owl)

M65, M66, NGC3628, M95, M96, M105, C40 (NGC3626)

M40

C60 (NGC4038), C61 (NGC4039)

C53 (NGC3115)

C48 (NGC2775)

Leo

Ursa Major

Corvus

Hydra

C59 (NGC3242 – Ghost of Jupiter)

M41C58 (NGC2360), C64 (NGC2362)

Canis Major

M48

C46 (NGC2261 – Hubble‟s Variable), C49 (NGC2237 – Rosette)

M50, C50 (NGC2244), C54 (NGC2506)

Monoceros

Sextans

C39 (NGC2392 - Eskimo)

M35

C25

C31 (IC405 – Flaming Star)

Gemini

Lynx

Auriga

M36, M37, M38

M42, M43, M78

Orion

M79

M45 Pleiades, C41 (Mel 25 – Hyades)

Taurus

Lepus

C24 (NGC1275 – Perseus A)

M34, C14 (NGC869 / 884 – Double)

Perseus
M1 (Crab)

M31, M32, M110, M33, C28 (NGC752)

C28 (NGC752)

Galaxy

Andromeda

Nebula
C17 (NGC147), C18 (NGC185)

Open Cluster & Asterism

M52, M103, C8 NGC559), C10 (NGC663)
C13 (NGC457)

Globular

Cassiopeia

Constellation

Messier, Caldwell and other selected Deep Sky Objects – March to April Summary

The Night Sky in March

Note: The map shows the general appearance of the night sky at midnight on the 15th March. The
sky will look roughly the same at 1am on the 1st, and at 11pm at month-end. North is the top.
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Observing Almanac - March
Date

Sunset

Twilight
Ends

Twilight
starts

Sunrise

Moonrise

Moonset

Moon-free Starting at
Observing
Time

Mar-01

17:37

19:30

04:49

06:40

05:26

14:19

09:19

19:30

Mar-02

17:38

19:31

04:46

06:39

05:46

15:28

09:15

19:31

Mar-03

17:40

19:32

04:45

06:37

06:03

16:37

09:12

19:32

Mar-04

17:43

19:34

04:41

06:34

06:18

17:43

09:07

19:34

Mar-05

17:43

19:37

04:40

06:31

06:34

18:51

09:02

19:37

Mar-06

17:46

19:38

04:37

06:30

06:50

19:57

08:40

19:38

Mar-07

17:47

19:40

04:35

06:28

07:10

21:02

07:33

21:02

Mar-08

17:49

19:42

04:33

06:25

07:31

22:10

06:22

22:10

Mar-09

17:51

19:43

04:31

06:24

07:58

23:17

05:13

23:17

Mar-10

17:52

19:46

04:28

06:20

08:33

00:22

05:12

00:22

Mar-11

17:55

19:47

04:25

06:19

09:18

01:25

03:00

01:25

Mar-12

17:55

19:49

04:24

06:16

10:15

02:19

02:04

02:19

Mar-13

17:58

19:52

04:22

06:15

11:22

03:05

01:16

03:05

Mar-14

18:00

19:52

04:19

06:13

03:43

00:35

03:43

Mar-15

18:01

19:55

04:16

06:10

12:37

04:13

00:02

04:13

Mar-16

18:02

19:57

04:13

06:07

14:00

04:40

Mar-17

18:04

19:58

04:11

06:05

15:25

05:03

Mar-18

18:07

20:01

04:09

06:03

16:52

05:25

Mar-19

18:07

20:02

04:07

06:01

18:19

05:46

Mar-20

18:10

20:04

04:04

05:58

19:47

06:10

Mar-21

18:12

20:07

04:01

05:56

21:16

06:40

01:08

20:07

Mar-22

18:13

20:08

03:58

05:54

22:40

07:15

02:31

20:08

Mar-23

18:15

20:10

03:57

05:52

00:31

07:58

04:21

20:10

Mar-24

18:16

20:12

03:54

05:49

01:02

08:52

04:50

20:12

Mar-25

18:17

20:13

03:52

05:48

01:55

09:56

05:42

20:13

Mar-26

18:19

20:16

03:49

05:45

02:35

11:03

06:19

20:16

Mar-27

18:22

20:17

03:46

05:43

03:07

06:49

20:17

Mar-28

18:22

20:19

03:43

05:40

03:31

12:11

07:11

20:19

Mar-29

18:25

20:22

03:40

05:39

03:52

13:21

07:18

20:22

Mar-30

18:27

20:23

03:39

05:35

04:09

14:28

07:15

20:23

Mar-31

18:28

20:27

03:35

05:34

04:25

15:36

07:08

20:27

None

Use the table above to find out when the Moon is below the horizon if you want to observe deep-sky
objects. Alternatively, if you want to observe the Moon, you can use it to find out Moonrise/set and
how long it will be above your horizon. Times are in local time (i.e., the time you‟d use to set your
alarm clock).
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